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ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REHEARING 
1. The dissenting justice in the Court of Appeals, as well as amici curiae from the oil 

and gas industry, all construe the Court of Appeals’ majority opinion to mean that a 

royalty owner can defeat the statute of limitations for stale underpayment of royalty 

claims using the fraudulent concealment doctrine merely by offering evidence that a 

lessee breached an oil and gas lease in more than one way.  Should this Court grant 

Shell’s motion for rehearing and petition for review to prevent the Court of Appeals’ 

majority opinion from eviscerating the statute of limitations for underpayment of 

royalty claims in Texas? 

2. In Wagner & Brown, Ltd. v. Horwood and HECI Exploration Co. v. Neel, this Court 

carefully explained the circumstances in which the discovery rule tolls the statute of 

limitations in oil and gas cases, demanding that a plaintiff must exercise reasonable 

diligence to protect his interests in order to rely on the discovery rule to toll the statute 

of limitations.  Should this Court grant Shell’s motion for rehearing and petition for 

review to prevent the Court of Appeals’ majority opinion from enabling royalty 

owners, who exercised no diligence, to defeat the statute of limitations for stale 

underpayment of royalty claims using the fraudulent concealment doctrine – thereby 

directly contravening this Court’s previous pronouncement in Kerlin v. Sauceda, and 

further rendering irrelevant this Court’s holding in Horwood and HECI? 

3. Should this Court grant Shell’s motion for rehearing and petition for review because, 

contrary to Ross’s erroneous suggestion, the Court of Appeals’ majority opinion 
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cannot be supported by application of the discovery rule as opposed to the fraudulent 

concealment doctrine? 

4. (Unbriefed Issue) Did Shell comply with the Reuss Lease by using a weighted 

average royalty calculation for the pooled wells? 

5. (Unbriefed Issue) Did the trial court err in refusing to instruct the jury on constructive 

notice? 
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INTRODUCTION 
In applying the fraudulent concealment doctrine, the Court of Appeals’ majority 

made two legal errors that are sure to propagate rapidly through the many cases dealing 

with alleged underpayments of oil and gas royalties that are pending, and that will be 

filed, in Texas.  First, the Court of Appeals’ majority opinion makes it possible for 

plaintiffs in underpayment of royalty actions to overcome the statute of limitations using 

the fraudulent concealment doctrine merely by offering evidence that the defendant 

lessee breached the oil and gas lease in more than one way.  The Court of Appeals’ 

majority thus ignored the rule that breach of contract evidence, standing alone, is no 

evidence of fraud.   

The Court of Appeals’ majority then compounded this error by holding that the 

plaintiff may rely on the fraudulent concealment doctrine to toll the statute of limitations 

even where the royalty owner did nothing to protect his interests.  This holding in the 

Court of Appeals’ majority opinion directly conflicts with this Court’s decision in Kerlin 

v. Sauceda, 263 S.W.3d 920 (Tex. 2008), and largely undoes this Court’s careful and 

important work in specifying how the discovery rule applies in oil and gas cases in 

Wagner & Brown, Ltd. v. Horwood, 58 S.W.3d 732 (Tex. 2001), and HECI Exploration 

Co. v. Neel, 982 S.W.2d 881 (Tex. 1998).  Even if, due to a royalty owner’s total lack of 

diligence, the discovery rule is unavailable to defeat the statute of limitations in a 

underpayment of royalty case, the Court of Appeals’ majority opinion allows that same 

royalty owner, who did nothing to protect his interests, to defeat the statute of limitations 

using the fraudulent concealment doctrine. 
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Creative lawyers, hoping to defeat the statute of limitations in breach of contract 

cases, are unlikely to overlook the decision by the Court of Appeals’ majority.  Similarly, 

diligent district court judges who are bound by First Court of Appeals’ case law will be 

unlikely to dismiss a published, precedential opinion, especially as plaintiffs cite that 

opinion in attempting to overcome the statute of limitations. 

To the extent that the Court of Appeals’ majority opinion is unclear, the bench and 

bar have a useful resource in interpreting the decision from the Court of Appeals’ 

majority: the opinion from the dissenting justice on the Court of Appeals panel.  An 

observer reading the majority opinion in conjunction with the dissenting opinion could 

not miss the rules of law that the majority applies.  Thus, it should come as no surprise 

that the amici curiae from the oil and gas industry have correctly identified the 

significance to the industry of the errors of law in the Court of Appeals’ majority opinion.   

Unless this Court takes action, the two legal errors in the Court of Appeals’ 

majority opinion will cause havoc in the oil and gas industry.  But the damage done by 

the Court of Appeals’ majority opinion will not be limited to the oil and gas industry.  A 

royalty underpayment claim is simply a breach of contract claim.  If a royalty owner can 

defeat the statute of limitations in a royalty underpayment case simply by alleging more 

than one underpayment, then any breach of contract plaintiff can defeat the statute of 

limitations in any breach of contract case by alleging more than one breach.   
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Last year alone, over 14,000 breach of contract cases were filed in district courts 

that are bound by First Court of Appeals’ case law.1  Another 36,000 breach of contract 

cases were filed in other district courts.2  In each of these cases, the Court of Appeals’ 

majority opinion will enable the plaintiffs to argue that the statute of limitations does not 

apply if those plaintiffs simply offer evidence that a defendant breached a contract in 

more than one way, regardless of whether those plaintiffs present evidence that the 

defendant in fact committed fraud for fraudulent concealment and regardless of whether 

the plaintiff exercised reasonable diligence to protect his interests.   

Moreover, because the Court of Appeals’ majority opinion impairs the statute of 

limitations through the fraudulent concealment doctrine, the reasoning in the Court of 

Appeals’ majority opinion is readily transferrable to the tort context as well.  After all, 

fraudulent concealment is simply a species of fraud.  Nothing on the face of the Court of 

Appeals’ majority opinion would prevent a tort plaintiff from establishing fraudulent 

intent in a fraud or fraudulent inducement case by citing to evidence that a fraud 

defendant breached a contract in more than one way.  The Supreme Court should act now 

to prevent the legal errors in the Court of Appeals’ majority opinion from recurring in 

royalty underpayment cases, other breach of contract cases, and common-law tort cases. 

                                                
1 See Texas Office of Court Administration, Report Selection, available at 
http://www.dm.courts.state.tx.us/oca/ReportCriteria.aspx?ddlReportName=56 (searched using date range of 
September 2009 through August 2010 and Austin, Brazoria, Chambers, Colorado, Fort Bend, Galveston, Grimes, 
Harris, Waller, and Washington Counties).   
2 District Courts, Activity Summary by Case Type from September 1, 2009 to August 31, 2010, available at 
http://www.dm.courts.state.tx.us/oca/oca_ReportViewer.aspx?ReportName=DC_Statewide_Summary_Criminal_89.
rpt&ddlFromMonth=9&ddlFromYear=2009&txtFromMonthField=@FromMonth&txtFromYearField=@FromYear
&ddlToMonth=8&ddlToYear=2010&txtToMonthField=@ToMonth&txtToYearField=@ToYear&ddlCountyPostB
ack=0&txtCountyPostBackField=@CountyID&ddlCourtAfterPostBack=0&txtCourtAfterPostBackField=@CourtID
&export=1706. 
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ARGUMENT 
I. A Royalty Owner Should Not Be Able To Defeat the Statute of Limitations in 

a Stale Claim for Underpayment of Royalty With Evidence That a Defendant 
Lessee Breached the Oil and Gas Lease in More Than One Way. 

A. The Court of Appeals’ Majority Opinion Cites Only to Breach of 
Contract Evidence To Overcome the Statute of Limitations in a Breach 
of Contract Case. 

To toll the statute of limitations with the fraudulent concealment doctrine, a 

plaintiff must prove that the defendant (1) “actually knew a wrong occurred,” (2) “had a 

fixed purpose to conceal the wrong,” and (3) “did conceal the wrong.”  Shah v. Moss, 67 

S.W.3d 836, 841 (Tex. 2001).  The Court of Appeals’ majority opinion cites only to 

breach of contract evidence to support a finding that “Shell knew that its royalty 

statements contained misrepresentations” and “knowingly underpaid royalties.”  Shell Oil 

Co. v. Ross, No. 01-08-00713-CV, --- S.W.3d ----, 2010 WL 670549 (Tex. App.—

Houston [1st Dist.] Feb. 25, 2010, pet. filed) (emphases added).   

According to the Court of Appeals, an inference that Shell3 “knowingly” underpaid 

royalty can be drawn from evidence “that Shell underpaid royalties in at least two 

separate ways over a course of many years.”  Id. (emphases added).  The first way that 

Shell allegedly underpaid royalty is by using a so-called “arbitrary” price to calculate 

royalty.  According to the Court of Appeals’ majority, Ross4 presented “evidence that 

Shell engaged in a practice of underpaying royalties by paying an arbitrary price.”  Id.  

The second way that Shell purportedly underpaid royalty is by using a “weighted average 

                                                
3 In this Motion for Rehearing, Shell Oil Company and SWEPI L.P. are collectively and alternatively referred to as 
“Shell,” as the distinction between the entities is irrelevant for this Motion for Rehearing. 
4 In this Motion for Rehearing, “Ross” is used to denote the plaintiff in the District Court and Respondent in this 
Court.  “Ross Sr.” is used to denote Ross’s father, who administered the Reuss Lease.  See Petition for Review at 2–
3. 
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price.”  The Court of Appeals’ majority opinion states that “Shell underpaid royalties 

using a ‘weighted average price’ rather than the contracted-for actual price.”  Id.  Thus, 

the Court of Appeals’ majority inferred that Shell knew it was breaching the Reuss Lease 

from evidence that Shell did, in fact, breach that lease. 

The Court of Appeals’ majority opinion also cites Shell’s use of a so-called 

“internal transfer” price as evidence that Shell knew it was underpaying royalty due 

under the Reuss Lease.  The Court of Appeals’ majority opinion states that “a reasonable 

juror could conclude that Shell purposefully set up the internal transfer price as part of an 

effort to underpay royalties for its own benefit.”  Id.  But the majority opinion also states 

that Shell did not use this “internal transfer” price to calculate royalty for Ross Sr.  Id. 

(stating that the arbitrary price was “different than [the] internal transfer price”); id. at *2 

(stating that Shell had not “been paying [Ross Sr.] the transfer price”); id. at *3 (stating 

that Shell paid Ross Sr. “on an amount that was less than the ‘transfer price’”).  The plain 

import of the Court of Appeals’ majority opinion is that a plaintiff may overcome the 

statute of limitations with evidence that the defendant breached someone else’s contract.  

In addition, Shell broadly disclosed, by its October 1995 letter to 2,246 royalty owners, 

that Shell had paid royalties on an internal transfer price.  RR3:107; RR7, Exh. 7.  In 

view of this disclosure, no jury could find that, as of October 1995, Shell had a fixed 

purpose to conceal, or did conceal, its use of an internal transfer price. 
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B. By Relying Solely on Breach of Contract Evidence To Defeat the 
Statute of Limitations in a Claim for Underpayment of Royalty, the 
Court of Appeals’ Majority Erased the Statute of Limitations in 
Underpayment of Royalty Cases. 

The Court of Appeals’ majority opinion will have the effect of erasing the statute 

of limitations for underpayment of royalty claims in Texas.  Evidence that Shell 

underpaid royalty in more than one way may be sufficient to support a breach of contract 

finding.  But evidence of an underpayment – a breach – is not the same as evidence that 

Shell (1) knew about the breach or (2) intended to conceal the breach.  If evidence of 

more than one breach can overcome the statute of limitations, then every breach of 

contract plaintiff will offer evidence of more than one breach, and every prevailing 

breach of contract plaintiff will be able to defeat the statute of limitations.  

C. There Can Be No Doubt About What the Court of Appeals’ Majority 
Opinion Holds. 

The bench and bar of Texas will interpret the Court of Appeals’ majority opinion 

to mean that a plaintiff royalty owner can defeat the statute of limitations in a royalty 

underpayment case by presenting evidence that a lessee breached a lease in more than 

one way.   

1. The Language in the Court of Appeals’ Majority Opinion Speaks 
for Itself. 

First, the statements quoted above come directly from the face of the Court of 

Appeals’ majority opinion.  Under a fair reading of that opinion, the reader can determine 

that the Court of Appeals’ majority used evidence of breach to support findings that the 

defendant knew it was breaching and purposefully concealed that breach.  Resourceful 
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lawyers will surely recognize the significance of the Court of Appeals’ majority opinion 

and correctly cite that opinion for the rule that evidence of breach can support a finding 

of fraudulent concealment. 

2. The Dissenting Opinion Interprets the Majority Opinion. 

Second, members of the bench and bar are likely to identify the legal rule at work 

in the Court of Appeals’ majority opinion by reading that opinion alongside the 

dissenting opinion.  The dissenting justice explains her disagreement with the majority as 

follows: “the Rosses cannot show that Shell used deception to conceal” any breach of 

contract.  Id. at *20 (Alcala, J., dissenting).  “At best, the Rosses have shown 

misstatements by Shell” in correctly reporting to the Rosses that Shell paid royalty on a 

basis that differed from the basis required under the Reuss Lease.  Id.  Thus, readers of 

the majority and dissenting opinions will recognize that (1) the majority and the dissent 

disagreed over what type of evidence can support a finding that the defendant engaged in 

deception, and (2) the majority prevailed in holding that breach of contract evidence can 

support a finding that the defendant acted with such deception. 

3. The Oil and Gas Industry Has Come Forward To Register Its 
Concerns. 

Third, amici curiae the Texas Oil and Gas Association, the American Petroleum 

Institute, Chesapeake Energy Corporation, and Total correctly interpret the Court of 

Appeals’ majority opinion as relying on evidence of royalty underpayments to defeat the 

statute of limitations in a royalty underpayment case.  For example, the Texas Oil and 

Gas Association explains that the evidence in this case “consisted largely of what the 
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court of appeals describes as a ‘practice of underpaying royalties by paying on an 

arbitrary price.’”  Brief of Amicus Curiae Texas Oil & Gas Association at 4 (quoting 

Shell, 2010 WL 670549, at *10).  If the amici curiae can recognize the legal rule that the 

Court of Appeals’ majority applied, then other members of the bench and bar are likely to 

do the same. 

In short, the Court of Appeals’ majority opinion cites only breach of contract 

evidence to prove fraudulent concealment.  Members of the bench and bar in Texas are 

sure to interpret the Court of Appeals’ majority opinion to mean that a plaintiff can defeat 

the statute of limitations by offering evidence that the defendant breached a contract in 

more than one way.  This Court should act now to fix the damage done by the Court of 

Appeals’ majority opinion. 

II. The Court of Appeals’ Majority Opinion Will Permit Royalty Owners To 
Make an “End Run” Around the Specific Parameters That This Court 
Established in Wagner & Brown, Ltd. v. Horwood and HECI Exploration Co. v. 
Neel.  

This Court carefully explained how the discovery rule operates in oil and gas cases 

in Wagner & Brown, Ltd. v. Horwood, 58 S.W.3d 732 (Tex. 2001), and HECI 

Exploration Co. v. Neel, 982 S.W.2d 881 (Tex. 1998).  In particular, this Court held that a 

plaintiff royalty owner cannot rely on the discovery rule to toll the statute of limitations if 

that plaintiff failed to exercise reasonable diligence to protect his interests.  The Court of 

Appeals’ majority opinion enables royalty owners to do an “end run” around this 

requirement by relying instead on the fraudulent concealment doctrine – which, under the 
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Court of Appeals’ majority opinion, enables royalty owners to toll the statute of 

limitations even if they do not act with reasonable diligence. 

A. The Court of Appeals’ Majority Held That Ross Sr. Exercised 
Reasonable Diligence Even Though Ross Sr. Did Nothing at All To 
Protect His Interests. 

A plaintiff royalty owner must use reasonable diligence to protect his interests in 

order to toll the statute of limitations through the fraudulent concealment doctrine.  As 

this Court recently explained, “royalty owners are not entitled to make no inquiry for 

years on end, and then sue for contractual breaches that could have been discovered 

through the exercise of reasonable diligence.”  Kerlin v. Sauceda, 263 S.W.3d 920, 925 

(Tex. 2008). 

But the Court of Appeals’ majority held that there is some evidence that Ross Sr. 

used reasonable diligence to protect his interests even though the Court of Appeals’ 

majority did not cite a single act of diligence by Ross Sr.  Shell, 2010 WL 670549, at 

*13–14.  For example, there is no mention of Ross Sr. inspecting his royalty statements, 

making an inquiry of Shell, or comparing the prices on which Shell calculated Ross Sr.’s 

royalty with published index prices.  Id.  

B. By Holding That Ross Sr.’s Total Inaction Was Diligent, the Court of 
Appeals’ Majority Eliminated the Reasonable Diligence Requirement 
From the Fraudulent Concealment Doctrine. 

In holding that Ross Sr.’s complete inaction was reasonably diligent, the Court of 

Appeals effectively eliminated the requirement that a plaintiff royalty owner must use 

reasonable diligence to protect his interests in order to toll the statute of limitations 

through the fraudulent concealment doctrine.  As a result, the Court of Appeals’ majority 
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opinion will permit a plaintiff royalty owner to defeat the statute of limitations with the 

fraudulent concealment doctrine even if that plaintiff does absolutely nothing to protect 

his interests.   

C. According to the Court of Appeals’ Majority Opinion, a Plaintiff May 
Rely on the Fraudulent Concealment Doctrine Even Though He Took 
No Action To Protect His Interests. 

Members of the bench and bar are likely to comprehend the legal rule at work in 

the Court of Appeals’ majority opinion by reading that majority opinion along with the 

dissenting opinion.  The dissenting justice explained that “with reasonable diligence the 

Rosses could have discovered any error in the royalty payments by (A) examining the 

lease; (B) understanding the royalty statements; (C) reviewing the Texas Natural 

Resources Code; and (D) requesting information from Shell.”  Id. at *15.  The dissenting 

justice also correctly pointed out for the reader that “[t]he Rosses made no effort to 

determine whether Shell was complying with the terms of their lease.”  Id. at *19.   

Indeed, the face of the Court of Appeals’ majority opinion does not reveal that 

Ross Sr. did anything to protect his interests.  By reading the majority opinion in 

conjunction with the dissenting opinion, readers are likely to conclude that the majority 

permitted Ross to toll the statute of limitations with the fraudulent concealment doctrine 

even though Ross Sr. did nothing the protect his interests.  

In summary, the Court of Appeals’ majority permitted Ross to defeat the statute of 

limitations through the fraudulent concealment doctrine even though Ross Sr. did nothing 

to protect his interests.  Members of the bench and bar in Texas will interpret the Court of 

Appeals’ majority opinion to mean that reasonable diligence is not necessary for the 
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fraudulent concealment doctrine.  Such an interpretation would be completely 

inconsistent with this Court’s previous pronouncements, and this Court should act now to 

correct the Court of Appeals’ majority opinion. 

III. The Discovery Rule Does Not Support the Judgments of the District Court 
and the Court of Appeals. 

In his Response to Shell’s Petition for Review, Ross argued that the statute of 

limitations would be tolled by the discovery rule even if Shell is correct that Ross 

presented no evidence of fraudulent concealment.  Ross’s argument is absolutely 

incorrect. 

First, the discovery rule does not apply to claims, like Ross’s, that are based on 

injuries “resulting in the underpayment of royalties.”  Wagner & Brown, Ltd. v. 

Horwood, 58 S.W.3d 732, 737 (Tex. 2001).  This is because such injuries are not 

“inherently undiscoverable.”  Id.  Thus, Ross’s discovery rule argument fails on the 

merits under this Court’s established jurisprudence.   

Second, Ross’s discovery rule argument fails on procedural grounds because Ross 

did not seek a decision on his discovery rule claim in either of the courts below.  See, 

e.g., CR705.  Because Ross failed to present his discovery rule claim, neither the majority 

nor the dissenting justice below cited the discovery rule as an alternative basis for 

affirming the District Court.  In fact, the dissenting justice would have reversed and 

rendered judgment for Shell without analyzing Ross’s new discovery rule argument.  

Shell, 2010 WL 670549, at *20. 
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Finally, Ross’s discovery rule argument does not provide an alternative basis for 

affirming the decisions below because, as explained in Shell’s Petition for Review and in 

Part II, supra, Ross Sr. did not act diligently to protect his interests.  Texas law is clear 

that the discovery rule, like the fraudulent concealment doctrine, does not toll the statute 

of limitations if the plaintiff could have discovered his injury through the exercise of 

reasonable diligence.  See, e.g., Wagner & Brown, 58 S.W.3d at 734 (“The discovery rule 

exception operates to defer accrual of a cause of action until the plaintiff knows or, by 

exercising reasonable diligence, should know of the facts giving rise to the claim.”).  

Because Ross Sr. exercised no diligence whatsoever, and did not even act to obtain the 

information to which he is statutorily entitled, the discovery rule does not toll the statute 

of limitations.  Id. at 736 (citing TEX. NAT. RES. CODE §§ 91.504–.505). 

CONCLUSION 
The effect of the Court of Appeals’ majority opinion is to erase the statute of 

limitations for royalty underpayment cases in Texas.  Moreover, if the Court of Appeals’ 

majority opinion is permitted to stand, this Court’s decision in Kerlin will be ignored, and 

this Court’s careful and important work in specifying how the discovery rule applies in 

oil and gas cases will be for naught.  Resourceful plaintiffs will simply ignore the 

discovery rule, with its exacting requirements, and instead rely on the fraudulent 

concealment doctrine – presenting evidence only that the defendant lessee underpaid 

royalty in more than one way.   

But the mischief of the Court of Appeals’ majority opinion will not be limited to 

oil and gas law.  A royalty underpayment claim is simply a claim for breach of contract.  
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Thus, unless this Court takes corrective action, the Court of Appeals’ majority opinion 

will create a new way for all breach of contract plaintiffs to defeat the statute of 

limitations.  

Furthermore, nothing in the Court of Appeals’ majority opinion would prevent a 

resourceful plaintiff from relying on the Court of Appeals’ majority’s erroneous 

application of the fraudulent concealment doctrine to prove fraudulent intent in a tort case 

for fraud or fraudulent inducement.  This is because, under the reasoning in the Court of 

Appeals’ majority opinion, a plaintiff can prove fraudulent intent by offering evidence 

that a defendant breached a contract in more than one way.  This Court should take 

corrective action now, before the legal errors in the Court of Appeals’ majority opinion 

spread into other royalty underpayment cases, breach of contract cases, and fraud cases. 

PRAYER 
For the foregoing reasons, Petitioners pray that this Court grant Petitioners’ 

Motion for Rehearing, grant the Petition for Review, reverse the judgment of the Court of 

Appeals and District Court, render judgment in favor of Shell Oil Company and SWEPI 

LP, and grant Petitioners other relief to which they are entitled. 
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